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Abstract

We introduce a new method for unsuper-
vised knowledge-based word sense disam-
biguation (WSD) based on a resource that
links two types of sense-aware lexical net-
works: one is induced from a corpus us-
ing distributional semantics, the other is
manually constructed. The combination of
two networks reduces the sparsity of sense
representations used for WSD. We evalu-
ate these enriched representations within
two lexical sample sense disambiguation
benchmarks. Our results indicate that (1)
features extracted from the corpus-based
resource help to significantly outperform a
model based solely on the lexical resource;
(2) our method achieves results compara-
ble or better to four state-of-the-art unsu-
pervised knowledge-based WSD systems
including three hybrid systems that also
rely on text corpora. In contrast to these
hybrid methods, our approach does not re-
quire access to web search engines, texts
mapped to a sense inventory, or machine
translation systems.

1 Introduction

The representation of word senses and the dis-
ambiguation of lexical items in context is an on-
going long-established branch of research (Agirre
and Edmonds, 2007; Navigli, 2009). Tradition-
ally, word senses are defined and represented in
lexical resources, such as WordNet (Fellbaum,
1998), while more recently, there is an increased
interest in approaches that induce word senses
from corpora using graph-based distributional ap-
proaches (Dorow and Widdows, 2003; Biemann,
2006; Hope and Keller, 2013), word sense embed-
dings (Neelakantan et al., 2014; Bartunov et al.,

2016) and combination of both (Pelevina et al.,
2016). Finally, some hybrid approaches emerged,
which aim at building sense representations us-
ing information from both corpora and lexical re-
sources, e.g. (Rothe and Schütze, 2015; Camacho-
Collados et al., 2015a; Faralli et al., 2016). In
this paper, we further explore the last strain of
research, investigating the utility of hybrid sense
representation for the word sense disambiguation
(WSD) task.

In particular, the contribution of this paper is
a new unsupervised knowledge-based approach to
WSD based on the hybrid aligned resource (HAR)
introduced by Faralli et al. (2016). The key dif-
ference of our approach from prior hybrid meth-
ods based on sense embeddings, e.g. (Rothe and
Schütze, 2015), is that we rely on sparse lexical
representations that make the sense representation
readable and allow to straightforwardly use this
representation for word sense disambiguation, as
will be shown below. In contrast to hybrid ap-
proaches based on sparse interpretable represen-
tations, e.g. (Camacho-Collados et al., 2015a), our
method requires no mapping of texts to a sense in-
ventory and thus can be applied to larger text col-
lections. By linking symbolic distributional sense
representations to lexical resources, we are able to
improve representations of senses, leading to per-
formance gains in word sense disambiguation.

2 Related Work

Several prior approaches combined distributional
information extracted from text (Turney and Pan-
tel, 2010) from text with information available
in lexical resources, such as WordNet. Yu and
Dredze (2014) proposed a model to learn word
embeddings based on lexical relations of words
from WordNet and PPDB (Ganitkevitch et al.,
2013). The objective function of their model



combines the objective function of the skip-gram
model (Mikolov et al., 2013) with a term that takes
into account lexical relations of a target word.
Faruqui et al. (2015) proposed a related approach
that performs a post-processing of word embed-
dings on the basis of lexical relations from the
same resources. Pham et al. (2015) introduced an-
other model that also aim at improving word vec-
tor representations by using lexical relations from
WordNet. The method makes representations of
synonyms closer than representations of antonyms
of the given word. While these three models im-
prove the performance on word relatedness eval-
uations, they do not model word senses. Jauhar
et al. (2015) proposed two models that tackle this
shortcoming, learning sense embeddings using the
word sense inventory of WordNet.

Iacobacci et al. (2015) proposed to learn
sense embeddings on the basis of the BabelNet
lexical ontology (Navigli and Ponzetto, 2012).
Their approach is to train the standard skip-
gram model on a pre-disambiguated corpus us-
ing the Babelfy WSD system (Moro et al., 2014).
NASARI (Camacho-Collados et al., 2015a) re-
lies on Wikipedia and WordNet to produce vec-
tor representations of senses. In this approach,
a sense is represented in lexical or sense-based
feature spaces. The links between WordNet and
Wikipedia are retrieved from BabelNet. MUFFIN
(Camacho-Collados et al., 2015b) adapts several
ideas from NASARI, extending the method to the
multi-lingual case by using BabelNet synsets in-
stead of monolingual WordNet synsets.

The approach of Chen et al. (2015) to learn-
ing sense embeddings starts from initialization
of sense vectors using WordNet glosses. It pro-
ceeds by performing a more conventional context
clustering, similar what is found to unsupervised
methods such as (Neelakantan et al., 2014; Bar-
tunov et al., 2016).

Rothe and Schütze (2015) proposed a method
that learns sense embedding using word embed-
dings and the sense inventory of WordNet. The
approach was evaluated on the WSD tasks using
features based on the learned sense embeddings.

Goikoetxea et al. (2015) proposed a method for
learning word embeddings using random walks on
a graph of a lexical resource. Nieto Piña and Jo-
hansson (2016) used a similar approach based on
random walks on a WordNet to learn sense embed-
dings.

All these diverse contributions indicate the ben-
efits of hybrid knowledge sources for learning
word and sense representations.

3 Unsupervised Knowledge-based WSD
using Hybrid Aligned Resource

We rely on the hybrid aligned lexical semantic re-
source proposed by Faralli et al. (2016) to perform
WSD. We start with a short description of this re-
source and then discuss how it is used for WSD.

3.1 Construction of the Hybrid Aligned
Resource (HAR)

The hybrid aligned resource links two lexical
semantic networks using the method of Faralli
et al. (2016): a corpus-based distributionally-
induced network and a manually-constructed net-
work. Sample entries of the HAR are presented
in Table 1. The corpus-based part of the resource,
called proto-conceptualization (PCZ), consists of
sense-disambiguated lexical items (PCZ ID), dis-
ambiguated related terms and hypernyms, as well
as context clues salient to the lexical item. The
knowledge-based part of the resource, called
conceptualization, is represented by synsets of
the lexical resource and relations between them
(WordNet ID). Each sense in the PCZ network is
subsequently linked to a sense of the knowledge-
based network based on their similarity calculated
on the basis of lexical representations of senses
and their neighbors. The construction of the PCZ
involves the following steps (Faralli et al., 2016):

Building a Distributional Thesaurus (DT). At
this stage, a similarity graph over terms is induced
from a corpus, where each entry consists of the
most similar 200 terms for a given term using the
JoBimText method (Biemann and Riedl, 2013).

Word Sense Induction. In DTs, entries of pol-
ysemous terms are mixed, i.e. they contain related
terms of several senses. The Chinese Whispers
(Biemann, 2006) graph clustering is applied to the
ego-network (Everett and Borgatti, 2005) of the
each term, as defined by its related terms and con-
nections between then observed in the DT to de-
rive word sense clusters.

Labeling Word Senses with Hypernyms.
Hearst (1992) patterns are used to extract hy-
pernyms from the corpus. These hypernyms
are assigned to senses by aggregating hypernym



PCZ ID WordNet ID Related Terms Hypernyms Context Clues
mouse:0 mouse:1 rat:0, rodent:0, monkey:0, ... animal:0, species:1, ... rat:conj and, white-footed:amod, ...
mouse:1 mouse:4 keyboard:1, computer:0, printer:0 ... device:1, equipment:3, ... click:-prep of, click:-nn, ....
keyboard:0 keyboard:1 piano:1, synthesizer:2, organ:0 ... instrument:2, device:3, ... play:-dobj, electric:amod, ..
keyboard:1 keyboard:1 keypad:0, mouse:1, screen:1 ... device:1, technology:0 ... computer, qwerty:amod ...

Table 1: Sample entries of the hybrid aligned resource (HAR) for the words “mouse” and “keyboard”.
Trailing numbers indicate sense identifiers. Relatedness and context clue scores are not shown for brevity.

relations over the list of related terms for the given
sense into a weighted list of hypernyms.

Disambiguation of Related Terms and Hyper-
nyms. While target words contain sense distinc-
tions (PCZ ID), the related words and hypernyms
do not carry sense information. At this step, each
hypernym and related term is disambiguated with
respect to the induced sense inventory (PCZ ID).
For instance, the word “keyboard” in the list of
related terms for the sense “mouse:1” is linked
to its “device” sense represented (“keyboard:1”)
as “mouse:1” and “keyboard:1” share neighbors
from the IT domain.

Retrieval of Context Clues. Salient contexts of
senses are retrieved by aggregating salient depen-
dency features of related terms. Context features
that have a high weight for many related terms ob-
tain a high weight for the sense.

3.2 HAR Datasets

We experiment with two different corpora for PCZ
induction as in (Faralli et al., 2016), namely a 100
million sentence news corpus (news) from Giga-
word (Parker et al., 2011) and LCC (Richter et al.,
2006), and a 35 million sentence Wikipedia cor-
pus (wiki).1 Chinese Whispers sense clustering is
performed with the default parameters, producing
an average number of 2.3 (news) and 1.8 (wiki)
senses per word in a vocabulary of 200 thousand
words each, with the usual power-law distribution
of sense cluster sizes. On average, each sense
is related to about 47 senses and has assigned 5
hypernym labels. These disambiguated distribu-
tional networks were linked to WordNet 3.1 using
the method of Faralli et al. (2016).

3.3 Using the Hybrid Aligned Resource in
Word Sense Disambiguation

We experimented with four different ways of en-
riching the original WordNet-based sense repre-

1The used PCZ and HAR resources are available at:
https://madata.bib.uni-mannheim.de/171

sentation with contextual information from the
HAR on the basis of the mappings listed below:

WordNet. This baseline model relies solely on
the WordNet lexical resource. It builds sense
representations by collecting synonyms and sense
definitions for the given WordNet synset and
synsets directly connected to it. We removed stop
words and weight words with term frequency.

WordNet + Related (news). This model aug-
ments the WordNet-based representation with re-
lated terms from the PCZ items (see Table 1). This
setting is designed to quantify the added value of
lexical knowledge in the related terms of PCZ.

WordNet + Related (news) + Context (news).
This model includes all features of the previous
models and complements them with context clues
obtained by aggregating features of the words
from the WordNet + Related (news) (see Table 1).

WordNet + Related (news) + Context (wiki).
This model is built in the same way as the pre-
vious model, but using context clues derived from
Wikipedia (see Section 3.2).

In the last two models, we used up to 5000
most relevant context clues per word sense. This
value was set experimentally: performance of the
WSD system gradually increased with the num-
ber of context clues reaching a plateau at the value
of 5000. During aggregation, we excluded stop
words and numbers from context clues. Besides,
we transformed syntactic context clues presented
in Table 1 to terms, stripping the dependency type.
so they can be added to other lexical representa-
tions. For instance, the context clue “rat:conj and”
of the entry “mouse:0” was reduced to the feature
“rat”.

Table 2 demonstrates features extracted from
WordNet as compared to feature representations
enriched with related terms of the PCZ.

Each WordNet word sense is represented with
one of the four methods described above. These
sense representations are subsequently used to per-



Model Sense Representation

WordNet memory, device, floppy, disk, hard, disk, disk, computer, science, computing, diskette, fixed, disk, floppy, magnetic,
disc, magnetic, disk, hard, disc, storage, device

WordNet + Related (news)

recorder, disk, floppy, console, diskette, handset, desktop, iPhone, iPod, HDTV, kit, RAM, Discs, Blu-ray, computer, GB, mi-
crochip, site, cartridge, printer, tv, VCR, Disc, player, LCD, software, component, camcorder, cellphone, card, monitor, display,
burner, Web, stereo, internet, model, iTunes, turntable, chip, cable, camera, iphone, notebook, device, server, surface, wafer,
page, drive, laptop, screen, pc, television, hardware, YouTube, dvr, DVD, product, folder, VCR, radio, phone, circuitry, partition,
megabyte, peripheral, format, machine, tuner, website, merchandise, equipment, gb, discs, MP3, hard-drive, piece, video, storage
device, memory device, microphone, hd, EP, content, soundtrack, webcam, system, blade, graphic, microprocessor, collection,
document, programming, battery, keyboard, HD, handheld, CDs, reel, web, material, hard-disk, ep, chart, debut, configuration,
recording, album, broadcast, download, fixed disk, planet, pda, microfilm, iPod, videotape, text, cylinder, cpu, canvas, label,
sampler, workstation, electrode, magnetic disc, catheter, magnetic disk, Video, mobile, cd, song, modem, mouse, tube, set, ipad,
signal, substrate, vinyl, music, clip, pad, audio, compilation, memory, message, reissue, ram, CD, subsystem, hdd, touchscreen,
electronics, demo, shell, sensor, file, shelf, processor, cassette, extra, mainframe, motherboard, floppy disk, lp, tape, version, kilo-
byte, pacemaker, browser, Playstation, pager, module, cache, DVD, movie, Windows, cd-rom, e-book, valve, directory, harddrive,
smartphone, audiotape, technology, hard disk, show, computing, computer science, Blu-Ray, blu-ray, HDD, HD-DVD, scanner,
hard disc, gadget, booklet, copier, playback, TiVo, controller, filter, DVDs, gigabyte, paper, mp3, CPU, dvd-r, pipe, cd-r, playlist,
slot, VHS, film, videocassette, interface, adapter, database, manual, book, channel, changer, storage

Table 2: Original and enriched representations of the third sense of the word “disk” in the WordNet sense
inventory. Our sense representation is enriched with related words from the hybrid aligned resource.

form WSD in context. For each test instance con-
sisting of a target word and its context, we select
the sense whose corresponding sense representa-
tion has the highest cosine similarity with the tar-
get word’s context.

4 Evaluation

We perform an extrinsic evaluation and show the
impact of the hybrid aligned resource on word
sense disambiguation performance. While there
exist many datasets for WSD (Mihalcea et al.,
2004; Pradhan et al., 2007; Manandhar et al.,
2010, inter alia), we follow Navigli and Ponzetto
(2012) and use the SemEval-2007 Task 16 on
the “Evaluation of wide-coverage knowledge re-
sources” (Cuadros and Rigau, 2007). This task is
specifically designed for evaluating the impact of
lexical resources on WSD performance. The Sem-
Eval-2007 Task 16 is, in turn, based on two “lexi-
cal sample” datasets, from the Senseval-3 (Mihal-
cea et al., 2004) and SemEval-2007 Task 17 (Prad-
han et al., 2007) evaluation campaigns. The first
dataset has coarse- and fine-grained annotations,
while the second contains only fine-grained sense
annotations. In all experiments, we use the offi-
cial task’s evaluator to compute standard metrics
of recall, precision, and F-score.

5 Results

Impact of the corpus-based features. Figure 1
compares various sense representations in terms
of F-score. The results show that, expanding
WordNet-based sense representations with distri-
butional information gives a clear advantage over
the original representation on both Senseval-3 and
SemEval-2007 datasets. Using related words spe-

cific to a given WordNet sense provides dramatic
improvements in the results. Further expansion of
the sense representation with context clues (cf. Ta-
ble 1) provide a modest further improvement on
the SemEval-2007 dataset and yield no further im-
provement on the case of the Senseval-3 dataset.

Comparison to the state-of-the-art. We com-
pare our approach to four state-of-the-art sys-
tems: KnowNet (Cuadros and Rigau, 2008), Ba-
belNet, WN+XWN (Cuadros and Rigau, 2007),
and NASARI. KnowNet builds sense representa-
tions based on snippets retrieved with a web search
engine. We use the best configuration reported in
the original paper (KnowNet-20), which extends
each sense with 20 keywords. BabelNet in its
core relies on a mapping of WordNet synsets and
Wikipedia articles to obtain enriched sense rep-
resentations. The WN+XWN system is the top-
ranked unsupervised knowledge-based system of
Senseval-3 and SemEval-2007 datasets from the
original competition (Cuadros and Rigau, 2007).
It alleviates sparsity by combining WordNet with
the eXtended WordNet (Mihalcea and Moldovan,
2001). The latter resource relies on parsing of
WordNet glosses.

For KnowNet, BabelNet, and WN+XWN we
use the scores reported in the respective original
publications. However, as NASARI was not eval-
uated on the datasets used in our study, we used
the following procedure to obtain NASARI-based
sense representations: Each WordNet-based sense
representation was extended with all features from
the lexical vectors of NASARI.2

2We used the version of lexical vectors (July 2016) featur-
ing 4.4 million of BabelNet synsets, yet covering only 72%
of word senses of the two datasets used in our experiments.



Figure 1: Performance of different word sense representation strategies.

Senseval-3 fine-grained SemEval-2007 fine-grained
Model Precision Recall F-score Precision Recall F-score
Random 19.1 19.1 19.1 27.4 27.4 27.4
WordNet 29.7 29.7 29.7 44.3 21.0 28.5
WordNet + Related (news) 47.5 47.5 47.5 54.0 50.0 51.9
WordNet + Related (news) + Context (news) 47.2 47.2 47.2 54.8 51.2 52.9
WordNet + Related (news) + Context (wiki) 46.9 46.9 46.9 55.2 51.6 53.4
BabelNet 44.3 44.3 44.3 56.9 53.1 54.9
KnowNet 44.1 44.1 44.1 49.5 46.1 47.7
NASARI (lexical vectors) 32.3 32.2 32.2 49.3 45.8 47.5
WN+XWN 38.5 38.0 38.3 54.9 51.1 52.9

Table 3: Comparison of our approach to the state of the art unsupervised knowledge-based methods on
the SemEval-2007 Task 16 (weighted setting). The best results overall are underlined.

Thus, we compare our method to three hybrid
systems that induce sense representations on the
basis of WordNet and texts (KnowNet, BabelNet,
NASARI) and one purely knowledge-based sys-
tem (WN+XWN). Note that we do not include the
supervised TSSEM system in this comparison, as
in contrast to all other considered methods, it re-
lies on a large sense-labeled corpus.

Table 3 presents results of the evaluation.
On the Senseval-3 dataset, our hybrid models
show better performance than all unsupervised
knowledge-based approaches considered in our
experiment. On the SemEval-2007 dataset, the
only resource which exceeds the performance of
our hybrid model is BabelNet. The extra perfor-
mance of BabelNet on the SemEval dataset can
be explained by its multilingual approach: addi-
tional features are obtained using semantic rela-
tions across synsets in different languages. Be-
sides, machine translation is used to further enrich
coverage of the resource (Navigli and Ponzetto,
2012).

These results indicate on the high quality of
the sense representations obtained using the hy-
brid aligned resource. Using related words of
induced senses improves WSD performance by
a large margin as compared to purely WordNet-
based model on both datasets. Adding extra con-
textual features further improves slightly results

on one dataset. Thus, we recommend enriching
sense representations with related words and op-
tionally with context clues. Finally, note that,
while our method shows competitive results com-
pared to other state-of-the-art hybrid systems, it
does not require access to web search engines
(KnowNet), texts mapped to a sense inventory
(BabelNet, NASARI), or machine translation sys-
tems (BabelNet).

6 Conclusion

The hybrid aligned resource (Faralli et al., 2016)
successfully enriches sense representations of a
manually-constructed lexical network with fea-
tures derived from a distributional disambiguated
lexical network. Our WSD experiments on two
datasets show that this additional information ex-
tracted from corpora let us substantially outper-
form the model based solely on the lexical re-
source. Furthermore, a comparison of our sense
representation method with existing hybrid ap-
proaches leveraging corpus-based features demon-
strate its state-of-the-art performance.
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